
    

                                 

  

 Casino Token Rebate Conditions 

Shamrock’n Roll Rebate Offer Conditions 

1. To receive your Casino Rebate Token (“Casino Rebate Token”):  

a. Login to your PlayNow.com account during the Promotional Period.  

b. Enter the promo code SHAMROCK (the “Promotion Code”) in the promo code section of 
your My Promotions page.  

 
c. Play any of the eligible PlayNow Casino games listed below, (“Eligible Casino Games”) 

during the Promotional Period:  
i. Instants  
ii. Slots  
iii. Tables  
iv. Video Poker 

 
v. *Live Casino Games are excluded 

 
 

d. To receive a Casino Rebate Token, the value of your wager(s) on Eligible Casino 
Games during the Promotional Period must exceed the value of your winnings for that 
wager(s) (an “Overall Loss”) at the End Date/Time for that Promotional Period. See 
Appendix 1 for examples of Overall Loss calculation.  

i. If a player uses Tokens or Held Funds from previous promotions for their 
wager(s) for this promotion, losses on those wagers will not count towards 
the calculation of Overall Loss.  

ii. If at the End Date/Time of a Promotional Period, a player’s winnings exceeds 
or is equal to their wager(s) on Eligible Casino Games for that Promotion 
Weekend, they are not eligible for the Casino Rebate Token.  

e. 10% of the Overall Loss will be refunded as a Casino Rebate Token, subject to the value 
caps below.  
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2. The Promotional Period and the assigned Promotion Code is defined below (promotions will 

not be honoured outside of the promotional period):  
 

Promotional Period    

Start Date/Time End Date/Time Token 
Rebate 
Amount 

Wagering 
Requirement 

Promotion 
Code 

March 15, 2023 at 
9:00 am PDT 
10:00 am CST 
11:00 am CDT 

March 17, 2023 at 

4:00 pm PDT 
5:00 pm CST 
6:00 pm CDT 

10% 30X SHAMROCK 

 

3. A Casino Rebate Token cannot be higher than $250.  
 

a. If you incur an Overall Loss during the Promotional Period, and 10% of the overall 
loss results in an amount higher than $250, you are eligible for a Casino Rebate 
Token of $250 only.  

 
4. The Casino Rebate Token will be credited to your PlayNow.com account in the form of a 

Casino Token one to three business days following the End Date/Time of the Promotional 
Period 

 
5. Once credited to your account, the Casino Rebate Token must be used within 14 days after 

which it will expire. Casino Rebate Tokens will not be reissued following expiration.  
 
6. Casino Rebate Tokens awarded for this promotion can only be used for wagering on 

PlayNow.com Casino games (excluding Live Casino), subject to availability.  
 
7. All tokens awarded have a 30x wagering requirement applied to them. See more information 

regarding wagering requirements.   
 
8. The promo code expires at the End Date/Time of the Promotional Period.  
 
9. British Columbia Lottery Corporation (“BCLC”), or Saskatchewan Indian Gaming Authority 

(“SIGA”) or Manitoba Liquor and Lotteries Corporation (“MBLL”) in conjunction with BCLC, 

https://www.playnow.com/resources/documents/casino/promotions/understanding-wagering-requirements.pdf
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reserve the right, in their discretion, to adjust or cancel any Casino Token for any reason 
including if awarded in error.   

 
10. Casino Rebate Tokens must be accepted as awarded and cannot be exchanged for cash.  
11. Additional conditions apply. See the PlayNow.com Player Agreement for terms and 

conditions applicable to Tokens.  
 
12. All stated dollar amounts are in Canadian funds. 
 
13. This promotional offer may be withdrawn, extended, or amended by BCLC, or SIGA or 

MBLL in conjunction with BCLC at any time.  
 
14. If validation of your PlayNow.com account is pending, the Casino Rebate Token will be 

deposited when the PlayNow.com account is validated after all conditions and requirements 
for a valid PlayNow.com account have been met.  

 
15. If you are having difficulty entering the Promotion Code, you must call Customer Support 

with code error issues while the Promotion Code is still valid. Any inquiries after the 
promotion period has lapsed will not be considered as eligible for the Casino Rebate Token.  

 
16. All decisions of BCLC, or SIGA or MBLL in conjunction with BCLC, are final and binding.  
 
17. By participating in this promotion, you agree to save and hold BCLC, SIGA, and MBLL 

harmless from and against any and all actions, claims or demands by you (including costs 
incurred by BCLC, SIGA or MBLL in defending such actions, claims or demands) brought 
against BCLC, SIGA or MBLL which arise out of or are in any way connected to this 
promotion.  

 
18. BCLC, or SIGA or MBLL in conjunction with BCLC, reserve the right to disqualify entrants 

and/or entries that do not comply with these conditions, the Player Agreement, or other 

applicable Rules or Terms of Use (each as defined in the Player Agreement, collectively the 

“Lottery Rules”). In the event of a conflict between these conditions and any lottery 

scheme, the applicable Lottery Rules will prevail.  
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APPENDIX 1 

 

Overall Loss calculation examples: 

 

Example 1  Example 2 

     

Eligible Casino Game #1  Eligible Casino Game #1 

     

Wager ($50.00)  Wager ($1000.00) 

Winnings $10.00  Winnings $50.00 

Outcome ($40.00)  Outcome ($950.00) 

     

Eligible Casino Game #2  Eligible Casino Game #2 

     

Wager ($50.00)  Wager ($1000.00) 

Winnings $80.00  Winnings $200.00 

Outcome $30.00  Outcome ($800.00) 

     

Eligible Casino Game #3  Eligible Casino Game #3 

     

Wager ($50.00)  Wager ($1000.00) 

Winnings $120.00  Winnings $150.00 

Outcome $70.00  Outcome ($850.00) 

     

     

Overall 
Outcome 

$60.00  Overall 
Outcome 

($2600.00) 

10% of 
Outcome 

$6.00  10% of 
Outcome 

$260.00 

Casino Token 
Amount 

$0.00  Casino Token 
Amount 

$250.00 

 

 

 
In Example 1, the player’s winnings exceeded the player’s wagers, so the player is not eligible 
for a Casino Rebate Token.  

In Example 2, the player’s wagers exceeded the player’s winnings, but 10% of the Overall Loss 
is greater than $250 (($2600.00) x 10% = $260), so the player is only eligible for a $250 
Casino Rebate Token. 

 


